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  The Missing Fundamental (MF) phenomenon creates perceptible tones, which do not 
actually exist in the audible range, from harmonic series. Sounds that follow a harmonic series 
are perceptually significant since they stand out from random background noise and frequently 
represent sounds of biological origin and importance. For example, both animal vocalizations 
and human speech produce harmonic series of sounds. Important non-biological sources such as 
musical instruments may also produce sounds displaying a harmonic frequency spectrum. 
Harmonic series serve a role analogous to a fingerprinting system for pitch identification, which 
represents an important component of auditory processing through the ventral auditory systems 
(Mather, 2009). The components of a harmonic series are mathematically related and are, 
therefore, interrelated by the auditory systems (Lewicki, 2002). By using only part of the 
harmonic spectrum, the fundamental frequency (f0) of the harmonic series may be identified. 
Mechanisms in the brainstem generate a perceptible tone equivalent to the f0’s pitch by using 
only part of the auditory “fingerprint.” This computational phenomenon is called the missing 
fundamental. The ability to ascertain the characteristics of our sensory world in the face of 
incomplete information is both a conserved perceptual ability and key to our ability to interact 
with and within our environment (Mather, 2009). 
 
Neither cochlear mechanisms nor the physical or mechanical actions of the structures of 
the ear are responsible for generating the tone comprising a MF. This is evidenced by the 
generation of a signal corresponding to the f0 when even and odd harmonic components are 
simultaneously presented to aurally isolated left and right ears (Matsuwaki et al., 2004). The 
ascending auditory pathway structures, specifically the inferior colliculus and superior olivary 
complex, process and mix the converging streams from the left and right ears before the signal 
relays to the higher auditory cortices (Loftus et al., 2010). These structures are responsible for 
the generation of a signal corresponding to a harmonically-structured complex f0, which is then 
processed in a “pitch center.” While spectral components contribute to the formation of a single 
sound, the pitch of the sound is generated by a distributed neural code involving the firing rates 
and temporal firing patterns of auditory nerve fibers (Bendor & Wang, 2005). The resultant pitch 
perception is equivalent to a pure tone at the f0. In the common marmoset (Callithrix jacchus), 
the “pitch center” is localized near the anterolateral border of the primary auditory cortex in the 
temporal lobe. Since the organization of the primary and secondary auditory cortices is well 
conserved across primate species, a similar region appears to process the MF in humans (Bendor 
& Wang, 2005). Therefore, auditory association cortices corresponding to the “pitch center” 
create maximal electroencephalogram (EEG) responses in the presence of harmonic series, 
which induce a missing fundamental (Matsuwaki, 2004). Additionally, if lower order harmonics 
are used to generate the f0, both the overall discharge rate and the variance of the discharge rate 
increase across the population of neurons in the “pitch center” (Bendor & Wang, 2005). f0s 
generated using lower order harmonics should drive the mechanisms involved in creating the MF 
more efficiently, since the signals carry and transfer more energy to the system generating the 
signal. While the resultant signal is rendered more efficient, the increase in variance may also 
influence the overall output of this neural population with many potential downstream effects on 
afferent systems regulating complex cognitions and emotional states. 
 
Human hearing is typically limited to processing sounds within the range of 20-20,000Hz 
(Fletcher & Munson, 1933). This constraint is primarily due to the mechanical limitations of the 
inner ear. However, the brainstem structures involved in the MF’s generation are not subject to 
 the same limitations as the ear. It is unclear if missing fundamentals that lie below the frequency 
range of human hearing (i.e., infrasonic or <20Hz) can be generated from a harmonic series 
when the harmonic components lie within the human frequency range. However, the encoding of 
an infrasonic pitch should follow the same rules as any other MF tone. We hypothesized that a 
lower order harmonic series suggestive of an infrasonic MF at 18.5Hz would induce a 
measureable and frequency-specific event potential in the pitch center located in the auditory 
association cortex of the temporal lobe. 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Electrode Placement / Participants 
 
Twenty-five students from a university in the southeastern US (University of North 
Georgia) participated. The participants were primarily young (Mage = 20, SD = 2.56), right-
handed (95 %), Caucasian (90 %), female (76 %) students. The experiments were approved by 
and performed in accordance with the university’s Institutional Review Board. 
 
An EEG system (BIOPAC MP-35, BIOPAC Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA) was used for 
collecting psychophysical data. Acquired EEG signals were processed using the BIOPAC 
Student Lab (v3.7.2). Left and right hemisphere signals were simultaneously acquired and 
independently recorded at sites FT 7/8 using the International 10/20 system, and the electrode 
placement was based on Matsuwaki’s (2004) localization of the MF signals in the cortex. The 
EEGs were recorded using two bipolar electrode arrays with disposable 1 cm silver chloride 
(AgCl) electrodes (BIOPAC EL503). Positive (+) reference electrode sites were localized to the 
scalp. Negative (-) reference electrodes were localized to the dorsal scapha of the pinna. Ground 
electrodes were localized to the lobule of the pinna. To minimize EEG artifacts, participants 
underwent the experiment with their eyes closed while lying down with the lights off. 
Participants were also instructed to keep eye movements to a minimum. A within subjects design 
was used so that all participants received all experimental stimuli. Stimuli conditions were 
presented in sequence, beginning with the secondary control stimulus (the Broken Missing 
Fundamental (BMF)), followed by the control stimulus (the 1/f noise (1/f)) and the experimental 
stimulus (the Infrasonic Missing Fundamental (MFi)). Each sequence lasted for three minutes 
and each participant received three sequences. 
 
Acquisition Parameters/ Sampling Rate 
 
Impedance ratings were verified at 10kΩ ±5 kΩ or lower. Acquisition channels were set 
to the preset (EEG (.5-35Hz)), as per manufacturer recommendations (BIOPAC Systems, Inc., 
Goleta, CA). Calculation channels for α, β, δ, θ wave activity were used for both acquisition 
channels.  
 
As per the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem, a sample rate of 1,000 samples per 
second was used to acquire three three-minute samples per experimental condition. Even though 
the frequencies of interest are well below the Nyquist frequency of 500Hz, extra headroom 
relative to the Nyquist frequency was used to minimize signal aliasing. Setting the sample rate at 
1,000 samples per second eliminated the possibility for aliasing artifacts to occur in the fast 
 Fourier transform (FFT), which decomposes the acquired signal into its component waveforms 
set over the entire time domain and allows for any changes in the spectrum to be analyzed. 
 
Stimulus Construction 
 
All experimental stimuli were created using Audacity (v1.2.6; www.sourceforge.net). 
Control stimulus conditions consisted of pink noise (1/ƒ noise) equally panned to the left and 
right channels. The experimental stimulus condition (MFi) was composed of the first four 
harmonics belonging to a harmonic series missing the fundamental frequency (f0) at 18.5Hz (f1 =  
37Hz, f2 = 55.5Hz, f3 = 74Hz, f4 = 92.5Hz). See figure below. 
 
 
 
Each component wavelength was ½, ⅓, ¼… of the original tone since the reciprocal of the 
component wavelengths multiplied by the frequency of the fundamental frequency yields the 
harmonics’ frequencies in Hz. Component tones were generated as pure sine waves and mixed 
with pink noise. The volume level of each harmonic was determined to fit the ear’s equal 
loudness curve (Stevens & Davis, 1938). The other condition (BMF) was similar to the 
experimental condition, but with the f2 and f3 components removed (see Figure 1 for the spectra 
of the conditions and shapes of their waveforms). The BMF stimulus served as an additional 
control over experimental confounds so that any changes in the EEG output could be attributed 
to the harmonic structure of the MFi condition and not the component sounds. 
  
Figure 1. FFT spectrograms and waveforms for the three stimulus conditions. The y-axis 
represents frequency in Hz and the X-axis represents time (arbitrary). Hot colors represent higher 
energy and cooler colors represent lower energy. The stimuli change from left to right and 
include the 1/f noise, BMF, and MFi. The spectrograms demonstrate the harmonic components 
of each condition. Arrows on the MFi condition mark spikes occurring at 18.5Hz. The purple 
line at 18.5Hz in MFi’s spectrogram represents the pitch of the constructed missing fundamental, 
which is not actually present in the stimulus condition. In the waveforms, magnitude is 
represented in the Y-axis and time in the X-axis. 
 
Data Processing 
 
After the total acquisition was complete, the raw EEG data specific to the different 
experimental conditions were parsed into separate channels. Individual channels were analyzed 
using a Hamming windowed FFT. Changes in the 18.5Hz frequency band were analyzed in a 
2x3 repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc testing. All analyses were performed 
using SPSS (v19; IBM, Somers, NY).  
 
 
 Results 
 
 A peak in response magnitude appeared in the FFT for the MFi condition at 18.5 Hz 
(Figure 2). There was a significant effect of the stimulus condition, F(2,48) = 13.914, p < .001 
(Figure 3). The 1/f noise condition elicited the weakest response (M = -44.056 dbV, SE =  1.154). 
The BMF condition resulted in a stronger response (M = -41.373 dbV, SE = 1.13). The MFi 
condition produced the strongest effect (M = -36.836, SE = 1.462). The 1/f noise control and 
BMF conditions were not significantly different from each other (M∆ = 2.683, SE = 1.164, p = 
.09). However, MFi induced significant EEG response differences when compared to both the 
BMF (M∆ = 4.537, SE = 1.336, p = .007) as well as the 1/f stimulus conditions (M∆ = 7.220, SE 
= 1.613, p < .001). No significant effect of hemisphere was detected (M∆ = .863, SE = .752, p = 
.263). In summary: These data indicate that a signal corresponding to the pitch of the missing 
fundamental was generated at sites FT 7/8 even though the pitch of the missing fundamental was 
infrasonic.  
  
Figure 2. FFT spectrums at location FT7 (left hemisphere) for each stimulus condition. From top 
to bottom, 1/f noise, BMF, and MFi conditions are compared. The left column represents 
responses from 0-35Hz. The right column details 18-19 Hz from the left column. Note the 
prominent peak in response magnitude highlighted at 18.5Hz. 
  
Figure 3. Response magnitude in dbV for each condition. There is a significant difference 
between the MFi condition and both the 1/f noise and BMF conditions (F(2,48) = 13.914, p < 
.001). The 1/f noise and BMF show no significant difference from each other (p > .05). 
 
Discussion 
 
 This study provides evidence to support the induction of an infrasonic missing 
fundamental from audibly imperceptible tones in normal human subjects. This conclusion is 
further supported by the lack of a significant EEG response at 18.5Hz to the 1/f noise and BMF 
control conditions coupled with a strong EEG response in the MFi condition (Figures 2-3). These 
data suggest that the MF illusion produced infrasonic pitches and induced neural activity in 
neighboring temporal lobe neurons, which fired at the same rate as the MFi tone. However, the 
theoretical implications of the findings reported here raise questions regarding the nature of the 
MFi signal and how it is processed. There are several potential mechanisms that might underlie 
the MFi. 
 
A similar auditory phenomenon to the MF, known as binaural auditory beats (BAB), 
provides support for a link between the MFi and stochastic resonance in regulating the output of 
a population of neurons. In both phenomena, the resolved signal’s frequency falls in a region 
lying between two frequency-dependent functions to the resolved signal. However, when the 
resolved signal is very slow, it manifests as an interaural time difference as the interacting 
waveforms slowly fall in and out of phase with one another. This elicits the perception of a 
 sound moving horizontally relative to the head on an azimuthal axis. When the resolved signal 
lies above 20Hz, it is perceived as an audible pitch. The signals resolved at 18.5Hz lie inside a 
region with an unknown function. The physical interactions that give rise to the new signal are 
known to occur in the context of BABs. Frederick (1999) demonstrated that BAB stimuli 
resolving a pitch in this range will increase the power of the corresponding brain wave frequency 
band. Stochastic resonance may be responsible for this phenomenon, providing a means to 
explain the noted increases in EEG activity at 18.5Hz. Synchronous neural activity can affect 
local environmental conditions, which may, in turn, induce changes in neural firing patterns and 
change the output of a system.  
 
The local field potential (LFP) could also play a role in the generation of the MF tone 
through valence oscillations occurring in extracellular space. A neuron can reach threshold and 
fire an action potential by either raising its internal charge to threshold or lowering the 
extracellular charge. Synchronous uptake and release of ions into extracellular space 
rhythmically alters LFPs. However, in phase, synchronous activity of local neural populations 
might induce an oscillating local field potential, which could then interact with the formation of 
an action potential in a nonlinear fashion (Kajikawa, 2001). If neurons responsible for 
transducing the f0 lie within a strong LFP, the LFP may be affecting the output of the system and, 
therefore, also be involved in the transduction of an f0. 
 
 Similar to LFPs, subthreshold oscillations (SO) are also capable of inducing action 
potentials in a nonlinear fashion (Shilnikov & Rulkov, 2004). Chialvo (2002) demonstrated that 
SOs that transform into action potentials are responsible for the f0‘s generation. A neuron with a 
characteristic frequency (CF) fires at a preferred rate, but stochastic resonance could arise in 
neurons sharing a CF with the peaks in the noise’s local frequency spectrum, which would 
induce neurons to synchronize (Loftus, et al. 2010). Synchrony induced through stochastic 
resonance may represent a computational phenomenon present throughout the entire cortex. 
Pathologies in such a mechanism might be responsible for the effects of some sensory processing 
disorders. If so, one could reasonably speculate that this mechanism is involved in the generation 
of auditory hallucinations present in schizophrenia or other perceptual disorders. Induced 
oscillations and abnormal neural synchrony are noted throughout the cortex in individuals with 
these types of disorders (Uhlhaas, 2010). 
 
The similarities in processing and generating an audible tone via BABs and the MF 
illusion suggest that the MF illusion may exhibit similar effects to BABs when the resolved 
frequency is sufficiently low. In the case of BABs, if a tone of 800Hz is played to the left ear and 
a tone of 1000Hz is played to the right, a third tone is perceived at a pitch of 200Hz, which is 
equal to the difference between the two tones (i.e., a difference tone). As with the missing 
fundamental illusion, the perceived difference tone does not exist as an actual stimulus. Rather, 
both illusions result from signals generated in the brainstem. The neural structures and 
mechanisms responsible for creating difference tones are also responsible for the perception of a 
MF tone (Chialvo, 2003). When the pitch that is resolved is infrasonic, the difference tones are 
known as BABs. BABs are thought to influence mood and vigilance depending on the resolved 
frequency (Lane et al., 1997). In addition, a MFi stimulus might be practical for influencing 
one’s conscious state. Neurofeedback applications focused on teaching individuals to suppress 
theta rhythms and increase beta frequencies are reportedly effective in treating the decrements 
present in ADHD (Rasey et al., 1996). Using a MF in this context to selectively increase activity 
 in parts of the beta range might prove an effective adjunct to neurofeedback applications, or even 
be effective in and of itself. Therefore, the ability of these tones to induce cortical activity has 
implications for the regulation of complex cognitions and holds the potential to be a novel 
therapeutic target for processing disorders such as ADHD. Additional research is needed in this 
area to fully understand these implications. 
 
An additional possible practical implication of these findings centers around the effect of 
noise pollution on cognitive states. Harmonically structured sounds are frequently encountered 
and might explain the effects of noise in our everyday lives, especially for individuals residing in 
urban environments. Lower frequency sounds are impeded at a lower rate than higher 
frequencies and can travel further distances. In the context of an urban environment, this might 
have an effect on residents’ mood, especially should they be in proximity to a sound source such 
as a highway. Due to their common occurrence, especially in urban environments, assessing the 
effects on mood might be a future prospect to understand the specific health effects of noise 
pollution.  
 
In conclusion, a MF illusion was produced by tones of very low frequency outside the 
ear’s normal limits. Future mapping of the regions affected by the apparent resonance with 
higher resolution EEG will provide additional understanding of the underlying mechanisms 
generating the infrasonic MF. Understanding how and why producing an 18.5Hz signal alters 
neural activity may aid in the understanding of the nature of consciousness, emotion, sensory 
processing, and ADHD.  
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